Label the Knight’s Armour

Plate armour has many parts.

Complete the picture by cutting and sticking the labels in the correct places.

- sword
- helmet
- leg plate
- chainmail
- visor
- gauntlet
- shoulder guard
- throat guard
- breast plate
- cuisses
Label the Knight’s Armour

Plate armour has many parts.

Complete the picture by cutting and sticking the labels in the correct places.

visor  sword  breast plate  cuisses  leg guard
helmet  throat guard  gauntlet  shoulder guard  chainmail
Label the Knight’s Armour

1. Helmet
2. Breastplate
3. Pauldrons
4. Bracers
5. Spaulders
6. Greaves
7. Cuirbouilli
8. Greaves
9. Pauldrons
10. Bracers
Label the Knight’s Armour **Answers**

- sword
- helmet
- shoulder guard
- visor
- gauntlet
- throat guard
- breast plate
- chainmail
- cuisses
- leg plate